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Each September the City of River Falls Fire Department
hosts its much-anticipated annual Open House, welcoming
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Simpson writes that appreciation events like this can be
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DIRECTOR’S COLUMN

ASK THEM
This month the Municipality
dives into the challenge of citizen
engagement. How do we encourage
people to run for office? How do we
fill the committees, councils, and
boards that perform critical
policy-making work? How do we
get people to connect with their
government? It’s a timely topic.
December is the month citizens
take out nomination papers for local
offices. We know that about 20 percent of all local offices will
turn over next April. We also know that it is becoming more
difficult to convince residents to stand for election and serve.
According to the 2016 State of Wisconsin Cities and Villages
Report, over half of cities and villages will not have a contested
race on the ballot next year. In some places there will be blank
spots on ballots.
Disengagement of citizens from their government is not
new; it has been developing for years. This year’s gutter-level
discourse at the national level does not help. If national politics
is that ugly, who can blame citizens for avoiding elections at
the city level?
But a democracy cannot function without involved citizens.
Ours is a government “of the people and by the people…”
literally. I was shocked when Wauwatosa Mayor Kathy Ehley
told me she has 250 spots on citizen committees that must
be filled for her city to function properly. Even tiny Bayfield,
population 481, relies on 75-100 volunteers. There is no ruling
class in American government; we’re it. In all communities,
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but especially the smaller cities and villages that define most of
Wisconsin, it takes a village to run a village.
So what’s the answer? Here’s one: Ask them.
Some parts of this problem are beyond our control. We cannot
halt demographics, and we can’t reshape the national dialogue.
But we are not powerless. In fact, you have the most important
tool within your grasp. You know your community; you know
the people who live there. Ask them to serve. Talk about
different ways they can serve. If they say no, ask someone else.
Nearly everyone who has run for local office did so at least
in part because they were asked. I have attended a number of
training sessions on recruitment and fundraising. Over and
over again we were told the number one reason people don’t
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simple. Ask.
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lunch any more. In those cases, all I can say is expand your
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Center. Pester village board members for names. Get the local
paper to write about it.
It’s a never-ending task, but it’s a necessary one. Democracy
depends on it. Ask.
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WHY NOT TAKE UP RUNNING?
By: Todd A. Berry, President, Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance
Often, I have the pleasure of speaking to civic and municipal
groups around the state (feel free to ask!). When I do, I like to
encourage listeners to run for public office.

far-ranging reasons given for not seeking municipal offices
were these:

Too frequently, the response is silence, which prompts me to
ask why. At the top of the list of reasons is lack of time and
schedule flexibility, given family and work commitments.

u Lack of understanding of the importance of local
government decisions,

With the next breath, however, comes the understandable
critique of 21st century politics: the destructive, personal
attacks; the mean-spirited, misleading advertising; the lack
of respect for candidates, opponents, and public officials. The
2016 campaign only reinforced these impressions in spades.
The reluctance to seek office is evident in recent research we
have done at the nonpartisan Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance
(WISTAX). After this year’s August primaries, we noted that
half of state representatives and three-quarters of senators were
already assured of a legislative seat come January. Some were
hold-over senators, but most were candidates without major
opposition in the November election.
Even more troubling were results of a WISTAX survey of city
and village officials done for the League of Municipalities last
spring. In 56 percent of communities responding, there was
at most one candidate for each board or council position. Only
5 percent said they typically had two or more candidates per
seat. The percentages were even more discouraging in small
communities.
Needless to say, there can be no representative democracy
without government accountability, voter choice, or candidates.
Some reasons offered for this lack of competition have been
noted: lack of time and “unattractive” state and national
political climate. Other reasons were more discouraging: “civil
apathy,” “diminished interest in reading local newspapers,” and
“lack of volunteerism.”

Needless to say, there can be no representative
democracy without government accountability,
voter choice, or candidates.
At the same time, however, local officials offered cause for
hope. A surprising number of responses were typified by this:
“Our residents see effective government and feel it is not
necessary to run.” Several also suggested stability, normalcy: “no
controversial issues at this point” and “lack of a burning issue.”
The answers of still other officials might be interpreted
negatively. However, I find them instructive. Included in the
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u Process to get on ballot intimidates candidates,

u Financial decisions becoming harder,
u Not interested in dysfunctional board,
u Don’t want to deal with controversy,
u Time and effort for a thankless job,
u Inability to commit to schedule,
u Lack of leaders, and, unfortunately,
u Lack of interest by younger generation.
Implicit in these comments are actions that city and village
officials could take. Municipalities, chambers of commerce,
service clubs, employers, and local libraries can work together
to create community programs that take the mystery out of
running for office and train citizens, especially millennials, in
the basics of local government organization, mechanics, and
finance.
Elected officials, too, can be coached on collaborative
decision-making, team-building, mutual respect, and how to
foster positive community relations. They can work with staff
to ensure their meeting schedules are family friendly and their
agendas promote efficient deliberations, minimizing the need
for frequent meetings.
Citizen training and improved board and council operations
can remove barriers to seeking local office. But, tactics aside,
citizens need to be reminded that there are fundamental and
personal reasons for municipal service.
Politicians at the national level can debate endlessly foreign
policy, taxes, or health care. What touches people most directly,
however, are the things they encounter every day: the parks
where they take their children, the streets on which they drive,
and the services they rely on in an emergency. City and village
governments reach residents where they live, work, and play.
Local officials can gain satisfaction knowing that they are
measurably improving the lives of their neighbors.
As the saying goes, there’s no Republican or Democratic way
to plow a street or put out a fire. The snow must be removed,
the fire extinguished. Local elected office offers a way past
division and hyper-partisanship. Hometown problems demand
solutions, not posturing or talking points.
At the personal level, there are tangible, achievable benefits to
work on a city council or a village board: The opportunities to
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acquire new knowledge about finance, investment, public works
– to name a few – are considerable.

how to work together to find common ground and solve
problems?

New skills can also be acquired – budgeting, trade-off analysis,
team problem-solving, and public speaking. Lasting friendships
with colleagues, constituents, and staff can be built.

About the Author:

If what ails state and national politics is to be fixed, the best
place to start might very well be at the local level. Unlike
Washington or Madison, where gridlock has become a way of
life, local officials with different perspectives still work together
every week to get things done. The topics may not be as
glamorous as those that grab the national headlines, but they’re
quality of life issues that matter most to people.

Todd A. Berry has been President of the
Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance (WISTAX)
since 1994. Now in its 83rd year, WISTAX
is a privately funded and widely respected
nonpartisan organization dedicated to
improving government through public
policy research and citizen education.

For those who find municipal government service rewarding,
there is another benefit to local service. There is a significant
need for state and federal representatives with local government
experience.

Prior to that, Todd combined private business experience with
service in state and local government including as Wisconsin’s
Assistant Secretary of Revenue. Berry has served on a number
of gubernatorial, legislative, and agency commissions or task
forces. He also served on the Dane County Board, the Jefferson
School Board, and the CESA #2 Board of Control. With
bachelor’s and doctoral degrees from UW-Madison, Berry
also holds master’s degrees from Harvard University and the
University of Chicago Graduate School of Business.

The number of former local officials in the legislature or
Congress is not what it used to be. That leaves a huge gap in
understanding the consequences of state and federal actions
at the grassroots. One of the state’s main jobs is funding local
governments; state officials need to understand what happens
downstream.
And who could argue that the state and federal government
would not benefit from having citizen lawmakers who know

Todd, and his wife, Margaret Lewis, have three grown children
and reside in Middleton, Wisconsin, where their lives are run
by a bossy Welsh Corgi. Contact Todd at pres1@wistax.org
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WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS?
TWO WISCONSIN MAYORS REFLECT ON LOCAL OFFICE
By: Jerry Deschane, Executive Director, League of Wisconsin Municipalities
According to a report commissioned by the League, interest in
serving as a local elected official is declining. In the 2016 State
of Cities and Villages Report, a survey of more than 500 cities
and villages revealed that in the majority of cases, elections for
local offices had only one candidate running. Of the officials
surveyed, 46 percent said that competition for offices has
“decreased a lot” over the last 5-10 years. Lack of interest and
lack of knowledge were cited as the most common reasons for
the decline. Can this trend be reversed?

Both mayors are technically part time, although Ringberg wryly
describes it as “a part-time job with full-time responsibilities.”
Wauwatosa has a city administrator and a 16-member city
council. Bayfield, like many small Wisconsin cities and villages,
relies on a very capable City Clerk to see to the day-to-day
details of city operations.

To put a human face on local government service, we decided
to profile two mayors. One is brand new; the other just started
her second four-year term. One leads a larger city; the other
presides over Wisconsin’s smallest city (geographically). One is
a woman; the other a man. One is from “Up North,” the other
lives in the heart of the Milwaukee metropolitan area. They
deal with a variety of issues, but share common goals. Service to
their community is the primary one.

“I had become very concerned about partisan politics becoming
more and more blatant in our local government,” said Ehley.
“That is what finally put me over the edge.” Although she
had doubts about whether her skills and background gave her
enough preparation for the job, she “jumped off a cliff without
a parachute,” winning a four-way primary and defeating a
longtime council member for the job.

City of Wauwatosa Mayor
Kathy Ehley

City of Bayfield Mayor
Gordon Ringberg

Mayor Kathy Ehley
Kathy Ehley is the Mayor of
Wauwatosa, a Milwaukee County
city of nearly 47,000 people.
Mayor Ehley came into office
for the first time during the
tumultuous spring of 2012
when Governor Walker was
being recalled. She was
re-elected after running
unopposed this April. Prior
to becoming Mayor, Ehley
was the Executive Director
of Wauwatosa’s Business
Improvement District and her
background was in fundraising for
nonprofit organizations.
Mayor Gordon Ringberg
Gordy Ringberg is the newly
elected Mayor of Bayfield, a
city along Lake Superior with
a population of 481. Bayfield
is known as the Gateway to
the Apostle Islands. Gordy is a
marine insurance underwriter
who works out of his home.
He moved to Bayfield from
Milwaukee 15 years ago.
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Ringberg and Ehley were both recruited to run for the office,
but the climates they faced were worlds apart.

Ehley quickly learned (during the primary election) that she
did, in fact, have plenty of background and knowledge for
the job and that sense of intimidation quickly faded. Her
experience managing Wauwatosa’s BID had many parallels to
the job of mayor. “We dealt with the same issues; it’s just on a
different scale.”
Ringberg’s path to local office was different in some ways,
but not in others. Like Ehley, he had been approached by
community members, and at first brushed off their suggestions.
“My real goal,” he said smilingly, “was to be the Grand
Marshall of the Bayfield Apple Festival Parade. This throws a
wrench into that plan.”
His predecessor, Larry MacDonald had been the mayor of
Bayfield for over two decades, but was stepping down. The
city was running well. As the calls continued, Ringberg
reconsidered. “I finally decided that I could do the job, and
probably make a positive difference.” He won a three-way
primary and was elected in April “by a good majority.”
“The city was in very good shape,” when Ringberg took office.
“Some little things have had to be tweaked, and I’m learning a
lot. We are blessed to have a staff who do a great job.”
The League’s report on citizen engagement did not ask about
volunteers on boards or committees, but those are a huge part
of local government. For Both Ringberg and Ehley, recruiting
and retaining those people takes up a surprising amount
of time. “I have 250 appointments that I have to make to
committees, commissions, boards, and councils. It is amazing;
I am always on the lookout for people who can serve in some
continued on page 9
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way,” said Ehley. To manage the flow, the city maintains an
electronic database of both current and future appointees.
She realized that her eye for identifying and recruiting
volunteers would be helpful for her duties as mayor. “I meet so
many interesting people in the community, and they have an
array of skills. Our greatest challenge was finding a computer
software package that could keep them all organized.”
Ringberg has somewhere between 75 and 100 positions to
fill, but he was pleasantly surprised to learn filling them was
not as great a challenge as he feared in his community of 461
residents. “There aren’t people knocking down our doors, but
there are a lot of people willing to get involved,” he said.
Ringberg believes that those boards and committees can help
introduce the next generation of leaders to local government.
“The thing that surprised me is how important the people on
my committees really are. That’s where the hard work is done.
If we can get young people to work on those, either with or
without the intent to ever run for office, we will accomplish
a lot.”
The Bayfield Tree Board is Ringberg’s favorite service group.
They start each meeting with a poem and then go out and trim
the city’s trees. “It’s truly a working board; it’s kinda cool.”
For Mayor Ehley, the job also brought demands to serve the
city in broader, regional contexts. She is on the Wisconsin
Center Board of Directors, which owns and is overseeing
construction of the new Milwaukee Bucks Stadium, the
Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District, Wisconsin
Humanities Council, and more. “I don’t eat dinner at home too
often.”
Wauwatosa is a mid-size Wisconsin city that lies squarely
in the middle of Wisconsin’s largest metropolitan area. As
a result, the City sees more than its share of challenges. In
everything, Ehley looks for “the greater context. I look for
the root cause,” when dealing with a conflict, “But I have also
learned that we don’t all have the same basis of knowledge or
facts. Stuff that I think is obvious may not appear that way to
everyone.”
Despite some big-league challenges, Ehley remains upbeat. “I
was on a bike ride with my granddaughter in Denver, and she
asked me what a mayor does. Thinking about how to answer
made me realize the opportunity that we have to engage in
so many things. It can be difficult. We have to always work to
maintain the balance between infrastructure and quality of life.
Pressures on resources by levy limits is such a driving force that
it’s easy to forget about the softer side; the things that people
truly value in a city.”

When he retired, Bayfield Mayor MacDonald left Ringberg
with a well-run city and plenty of room to innovate. But
MacDonald took with him something that Ringberg wishes
he had left behind. “I wish there had been a way to transfer his
relationships with a magic wand. It’s those relationships that
help get things done.” Ringberg is beginning to build his own
network, from local committee volunteers to his peers within
the League of Municipalities. It takes time, but the new mayor
knows that it is necessary for the good of his city.
Relationship building is critical in Wauwatosa as well, and
rewarding. Upon taking office, Ehley started meeting with the
CEOs of the giant Milwaukee Regional Medical Complex.
At first, the meetings were informal and the only goal was to
let the hospital and clinic leaders know the Mayor was there if
they needed something. But that early groundwork established
a trust relationship that has blossomed into a parallel land use
planning process that will guide development in the future for
Wauwatosa’s biggest employer. Such collaboration would have
been unheard of five years earlier. “It’s always amazing what
incredible things can come out of those informal meetings,”
the Mayor has learned. “If you don’t have strong and trusting
relationships, it can be even harder to get things done.”

Tied to the relationship-building (which is
so critical) with business leaders; it’s also the
relationships with the community (citizens)
that she values.
Tied to the relationship-building (which is so critical) with
business leaders; it’s also the relationships with the community
(citizens) that she values. Since taking office she’s worked
on numerous issues with conflicting viewpoints and those
relationships have helped her bring opposing parties together
to gain consensus on key community issues. Working together
to find positive community solutions and move forward has a
become her primary role.
Is it worth the long hours, low pay, middle of the night calls
and contentious council meetings? Ringberg and Ehley both
say yes. “For all the hesitation I had, it’s been an incredible
experience,” said Ehley. Being mayor is “a much richer
experience than I expected.”
And Ringberg is confident that, at the end of this tenure in
Bayfield’s City Hall, he still has a shot at Grand Marshall of
the Bayfield Apple Festival Parade.
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A VISION FOR WISCONSIN LOCAL ENGAGEMENT:
KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR DEVELOPING A COMPREHENSIVE
ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY
By: Nick Mastronardi and Alex Pedersen, Polco

Civic engagement in local government exists at the intersection
of government, technology, marketing, psychology, and political
philosophy, making it an extremely unique problem set. It is
complex and challenging, but with the potential to improve
communities if implemented correctly. At Polco, we have spent
the past three years dedicated exclusively to this topic and
to understanding the dynamics required to address it. In the
interest of complete transparency, we are a Madison-based
for-profit organization that provides civic engagement
solutions to municipalities, but our aims are heavily rooted
in positive social impact. Our experience working with
local leaders indicates that communities, almost universally,
recognize the need to develop a civic engagement strategy and
implementation plan. However, we often hear valid concerns
over the philosophical and practical considerations required
to do so. We will attempt to address both. The intent of
this article is to share our thought process, our journey, and
our vision for local engagement, which we hope is useful as
a resource for Wisconsin local government leaders looking
to positively transform the way they interact with their
community. We’ll start with the concerns we’ve encountered,
then share our framework for thinking about engagement.
Finally, we’ll conclude with a path forward for those interested
in leveraging the most current technologies to advance
dialogue with their citizens, acknowledging that an appropriate
engagement strategy will likely be tailored to each municipality.

Given that our democracy is representative and not
direct, what is the incremental value of engagement
outside the formal election process?
Philosophical and Practical Considerations
First, there are a two primary philosophical questions on
which a civic engagement strategy rests. The first deals with
the nature and construct of a representative democracy. Given
that our democracy is representative and not direct, what
is the incremental value of engagement outside the formal
election process? In the extreme, an argument can be made
that a citizen’s only influence in the legislative process should
be during election time and, between election cycles, all
decisions ought to be left to the elected representatives. While
this may be a valid view of what a representative democracy
should be, it is not the reality in the overwhelming majority
of municipalities in Wisconsin and across the United States.
10 | the Municipality, December 2016

Open council meetings, one-on-one meetings, emails, and
other channels exist to receive input from citizens between
election cycles. That these channels exist means the
election-only view of a representative democracy is insufficient.
But how to use that input is a more complex question. Citizens
who opt to participate in these forums are typically the
most passionate, well-organized, or well-funded individuals
and groups. We would argue that a balanced engagement
strategy will attract the inputs and opinions of individuals not
represented in these forums. From there, an elected official
may choose to more heavily weigh the inputs from individuals
who attend a council meeting, but that decision can be made
with a strong understanding of the preferences of the less
vocal majority. A sophisticated strategy will also provide a
mechanism or process for explaining these tradeoffs to the
community.

The second philosophical question involves
whether increased civic engagement can cause
representatives to feel compelled to operate as a
conduit for public opinion rather than a strategic
decision maker.
The second philosophical question involves whether increased
civic engagement can cause representatives to feel compelled
to operate as a conduit for public opinion rather than a
strategic decision maker. Indeed, increased civic engagement
can increase the data on citizen preference available to
representatives, which may make decisions that run counter
to majority opinion difficult. And we certainly recognize
that there are times when a decision that runs counter to the
majority is necessary. However, that does not suggest that data
about the majority opinion is irrelevant. Much to the contrary,
understanding what the majority thinks, even if a decision is
counter to their liking, will help electeds and administrators
communicate with a community in a way that explains
decisions and mitigates negative responses. Viewed from a
decision-making lens, civic engagement should simply seek
to increase the data available to make a decision. It is then the
responsibility of elected officials to determine how that data is
best utilized to serve the public in each situation.
Beyond the philosophical questions, there are practical points
of consideration which are equally challenging. The two
continued on page 11
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As a common baseline, we assume that feasibility
has two components – the inputs and outputs
of engagement. The inputs from citizens (i.e.,
the words, thoughts, and ideas) must be civil
and constructive. The outputs (i.e., the data and
information) must be reliable and actionable.
most common practical concerns are whether a solution is
feasible and, if it is, whether it is worth the cost. The feasibility
discussion is dependent on the exact aims of a civic engagement
strategy. As a common baseline, we assume that feasibility
has two components – the inputs and outputs of engagement.
The inputs from citizens (i.e., the words, thoughts, and ideas)
must be civil and constructive. The outputs (i.e., the data and
information) must be reliable and actionable. If these factors
are achievable, the next practical discussion is typically around
the cost, both in time and funds. The threshold at which the
costs are worthwhile will be determined by the benefit to
any given community, but at Polco we propose a solution less
dependent on tradeoffs. We think that in many cases, a civic
engagement solution can replace current efforts and redirect
funds that are used for outreach, public affairs, and social
media. Consolidating and simplifying these often disparate
efforts could minimize incremental cost while advancing the
same aims.

when engagement should focus on constructive conversation
or increasing awareness through outreach. Other times, it may
require concise and reliable data on public opinion. The ability
to deliver what is needed – to both citizens and decision makers
– in a variety of situations is key.
Adaptable. In order to remain relevant, a civic engagement
strategy must adapt to new technologies and citizen
communication preferences.
Central. The most successful civic engagement strategies will
use processes and tools that balance the push and pull from both
citizens and decision makers. In other words, there must exist a
central point for both parties to give and receive information.
Actionable. The information generated from civic engagement
must be actionable. In general, this information can be either
qualitative (discussions or conversations) or quantitative
(polls and surveys). In the case of qualitative information, the
conversation must be structured and organized to promote
continued on page 12

These discussions and the philosophical and
practical considerations of a civic engagement
solution lead us to an understanding of what civic
engagement needs to be – a process and culture that
increases the volume of ideas, generates actionable
data for decision makers, increases awareness and
civility among citizens, and does not constrain or
diminish the flexibility and authority of existing
power structures.
A Framework for Civic Engagement Strategy
These discussions and the philosophical and practical
considerations of a civic engagement solution lead us to an
understanding of what civic engagement needs to be – a
process and culture that increases the volume of ideas, generates
actionable data for decision makers, increases awareness and
civility among citizens, and does not constrain or diminish
the flexibility and authority of existing power structures.
This is a delicate balance, but we think it is achievable in any
municipality if a civic engagement strategy and the tools used
to execute it meet four key tenets.
Flexible. A civic engagement strategy must be flexible enough
to meet the needs of current issues in trends. There are times
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civility and decrease degradation to vitriol. The actionable
nature of quantitative information depends largely on its
reliability. This can be challenging when engagement is
conducted over the internet, but smart technological solutions
do exist.
A Roadmap Going Forward
Given all of these considerations, how should a Wisconsin
community start to develop and implement an engagement
strategy and identify tools to execute it? It may be helpful to
think about a short-term simple solution and a future-looking
long-term solution separately.
Simple solutions. The simplest solution for civic engagement
will vary by municipality. For some, it may be a better social
media and outreach campaign that provides the basic level
of civic engagement. For others, it may require the use of a
more complete platform that provides additional services and
functionality that social media channels cannot. At a minimum,
we think a discussion forum and reliable polling or surveys are
required to begin a civic engagement strategy. These features
and technologies provide a focal point for citizens and decision
makers to interact outside of current forums. There are several
turnkey platforms available that meet this standard, of which
Polco is certainly one.
Future solutions. The future of civic engagement solutions is
limited only by the creative integration of technology into the
public sector. Crowdsourcing, big data, machine learning, and
predictive analytics all have extremely promising applications
for civic engagement. The ability to proactively identify what a
community thinks or to automatically identify the most viable
solution out of a pool of ideas, or the ability to identify and
communicate individual-level impact for policy decisions are
all near term possibilities. But they will only become possible
if the public and private sectors partner to understand each
other – so that the private sector understands the needs of the
public sector and so that the public sector understands the
technologies the private sector can deliver.
Our most sound advice for a Wisconsin elected official or
decision maker looking to transform the way their government
interacts with the community is to just start the conversation.
Compare the handful of platforms that exist, weigh the
tradeoffs against what your community needs, and begin to
experiment. It may not be perfect on day one – or day 100
– but it will be progress. Innovation of this sort requires the
willingness to be imperfect but the persistence to strive for
perfection. There will be bumps and failures along the way, but
in short time, these efforts will help us bring our governments,
our decision-making, and our communities, into the future.
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
IT’S EVERYONE’S BUSINESS
By: Scot Simpson, City Administrator, River Falls
Community engagement in River Falls is more than outreach
through printed and e-communications, more than resident
surveys and community events or social media comments and
press coverage. It begins with our “customer first” philosophy
articulated in our service model, which states that we: 1) put
people first; 2) pursue excellence; 3) embrace change; and
4) serve our community.
We practice this model every day in everything we do … from
our front desk staff handling difficult and sensitive issues
with empathy and understanding, to our community service
officer, newly appointed to provide deeper connections between
the Police Department and our community; from our utility
director who gets up in the wee hours to provide hourly updates
on Facebook about electric outages, to our city engineer who
spends time working with individual residents to ensure that
their physical spaces are valued and protected.
We’ve seen time and again that this model works. Recently,
for example, we received a note from a resident who had just
participated in a short video my staff produced for an
all-employee event called “Top Ten Reasons We Love City of
River Falls Employees.” She wrote: “Thank you for inviting me.
It was the very least I could do – because I believe we have a
community of great folks who take pride in our City. For all the
hard work you do, I thank you.”
Our front door
Tangible engagement in River Falls begins at our front door.
Much as our library has become a community center, we strive
to ensure that public spaces in City Hall are open to anybody
during normal business hours. Our building is a safe space
for youth and adults to study, read, and relax in a comfortable,
welcoming environment. Visitors can also enjoy artwork by
local artists displayed throughout the building as part of
our employee-initiated “Art in City Hall” program
(www.rfcity.org/art).
Transparency
Like our building, our documents, decisions, accounts, plans,
and activities are open to the public. In 2014, staff and I
launched the Transparency Initiative. Since then, we have
been very intentional about going above and beyond to share
information with the public via our website. In July 2015, we
were recognized for our website transparency by the Wisconsin
Women’s Council in partnership with the Wisconsin
Newspaper Association and the Wisconsin Broadcaster’s
Association. The City is only one of seven Wisconsin
municipalities to receive the ConnectWI Gold recognition.

In October 2015, our website was evaluated and awarded an
A+ for transparency by Ballotpedia.org
(www.rfcity.org/transperancy).
Engagement tools, then and now
When I became City Administrator in 2009, there were just a
few ways that City leadership connected to its residents: City
Council meetings, stories in our local paper, the River Falls
Journal, and periodic citizen surveys. Although we consider
ourselves a small but connected community, the City Council
wanted to do more. They emphasized that in their recruitment
brochure for my position and in my subsequent evaluations.
In an effort to “do more,” the City launched an eight-page
quarterly City newsletter in May 2010 with a team of writers
and designers including my executive assistant, cable station
manager, an intern – and yours truly. Today, the newsletter has
grown to 16 pages and is published tri-annually, but it has never
lost its collaborative spirit.
We recently conducted a newsletter reader survey, which
attracted over 300 responses. Readers indicated that they get
more of their news from the City newsletter than the River
Falls Journal. This was an eye-opener and confirmed to us
that we were on the right track. We are currently working on a
newsletter re-fresh for our winter issue, which will incorporate
reader suggestions including more feature articles, a larger font,
and more “white space” between articles. Within the next two
years, we plan to introduce a monthly online newsletter as a
supplement to our printed one.
In October 2014, River Falls went social with the introduction
of a City Facebook page. In two years, we have grown our fan
base to nearly 2,000 likes. Over the past six month, likes have
increased by 34 percent, attributable to an increase in post
“boosts,” an inexpensive way to engage a wider, but targeted
continued on page 14
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audience. Five City departments also administer Facebook
pages for a total of 8,400 followers for all six pages. When we
launched our pages, we deliberately decided to provide access
to several administrators per page. We still rely on their good
judgment when creating posts and responding to comments
(www.facebook.com/CityRiverFalls).
Today, administrators are cross-posting on a regular basis and
meeting periodically to share ideas and best practices. On
August 8, we utilized Facebook Live for the first time with a
short piece on hydrant flushing. The post reached over 3,500
with 2,300 views and 36 reactions.
In June 2014, we launched our popular “One Minute City
Wrap” series of YouTube videos – 22 in all. These short,
informational (and entertaining) videos star City employees
and draw from 100 to 750 viewers per episode. We have
recently hired a part-time videographer to work with our cable
station manager to produce more YouTube-ready videos. As
we put more resources into shorter, higher definition videos,
we are looking, as many of you are, at the long-term viability of
our cable stations (www.youtube.com/user/cityofriverfalls).
Both our website and intranet are ready for a refresh this
winter. We have created staff teams to guide the activities for
both and plans to launch them next year. We are also working
with a designer to create a branded look for the City, which
will include design alignment of print and e-communications.
Appreciation and outreach
Appreciation events and outreach programs are also powerful
engagement tools. In July, we welcomed over 700 residents
to our back patio, called City Hall Plaza, for our annual
Community Appreciation Event. We provided free food,
entertainment, youth activities, and a building full of City
department exhibits, voter registration, and give-a-ways. Our

employees planned, organized, cooked, and served the lunch.
In September, the Fire Department hosted their muchanticipated annual Open House, welcoming hundreds of
children and families to the fire hall for free food,
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give-a-ways, games, hands-on learning opportunities, and
safety demonstrations.
About six times a year for the past three years, the Police
Department has hosted “Coffee with a Cop.” This event gives
residents an opportunity to meet officers in an informal,
stress-free environment, share concerns, and drink free coffee!
Local businesses take turns hosting the event.
Our employees are active volunteers in the community:
running food and clothing drives; running (literally) for cancer
prevention; collecting backpacks and holiday gifts for youth
and families; organizing multiple events for Wisconsin Special
Olympics; and supporting events coordinated by City partner
organizations. In addition, departments routinely provide
educational programming for youth of all ages in and outside
the classroom. This provides a great opportunity to engage our
youngest residents, build trust with City employees, especially
our public safety officers, and share information about basic
City functions.
Strategic communications planning
Until this spring, communications activities had been spread
between and among City departments. Though these efforts
had been effective given our resources, I proposed to our City
Council that we create a communications manager position
to consolidate activities and create a comprehensive, Citywide strategic communications plan. The Council supported
my decision and the position was filled in May 2016. While
communications activities are becoming more centralized, our
motto remains this: everyone is responsible for marketing and
communications. To help formalize that expectation, our new
manager has created an employee communications committee
and subcommittees to tackle more priority areas including
design, website, intranet, video, and social media.
We are also creating a comprehensive communications
strategy that dovetails with the City’s overall strategic plan.
This will allow us to use all our marketing tools in a strategic
and targeted way to reach City goals, expand possibilities for
community engagement, and reinforce loyalty to our brand.
continued on page 15
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Vital partnerships
We depend heavily on a wide network of people and
partnerships to help us reach community members for
maximum engagement. We share information on a regular
basis and cross-promote events and activities. We have close
relationships with our Chamber, school district, UW-River
Falls, corporate and business partners, and local, regional, and
statewide economic development entities. Together, we get the
good news out about River Falls to external audiences, while
keeping our residents fully engaged in the life and commerce
of our City.
The “Big One”
In October, the City of River Falls embarked on perhaps
the largest planning project in its history. Six miles of the
Kinnickinnic River, and the corridor that surrounds it, will be
reimagined over the next two-plus years with the potential of
not only changing the physical landscape of our City, but how
we interact with our “Kinni” in the near and distant future. To
get to a place of consensus about the corridor, we are launching
a massive community engagement campaign. This will test
the strength of our relationships with our residents, partners,
and visitors and the trust we have and will continue to build
through effective community engagement.
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River Falls has a population of 15,000 and is
home to 7,000 college students during the
academic year. The City’s annual budget
is $40 million and it employs 100
full-time workers.

BUILDING OR GROWING YOUR
ENGAGEMENT PROGRAM?
Consider these final thoughts:
Pull in talent from across the organization. Cities are
unique, with diverse product and service offerings. There
is talent everywhere in your organization. You never know
until you ask who was on their high school newspaper
staff, is a hobby photographer, budding writer, or an
InDesign pro.
Residents are hungry to hear news and information about
your city. Feed that hunger!
Decentralized, informal implementation is a good thing.
It nurtures innovation and creativity. The formal policies
and official job duties can wait until your engagement
program is better established.
Let them (employees) try it. You may like it. Good
judgment abounds and employees are thoughtful. Give
them some space to try things. Then, give them some
feedback.
Don’t reinvent the wheel. Innovative new ideas are great,
but there are lots of tried and true ones already out there.
Implement or adapt them and save your creativity for the
next big (or little) thing.
Put a face on your city. Don’t perpetuate the nameless,
faceless bureaucracy stereotype of government
organizations. Be intentional about using names and faces
when sharing the news. Get some photos of your employees
doing great work, teaming internally or externally, and
interacting with residents. Do it now! And, make it a
regular thing.
Clipart is your enemy! Great photography is an art.
However, good photography is a commodity. Virtually
anyone with a device can get a photo worthy to include in
print and e-communications. So, take some pictures!
My handy sports analogy: The Packers don’t build goodwill
by publishing black and white, 10-point font, Times New
Roman stories about “the quarterback.” They mention how
great Aaron Rodgers is while showing a photo of him in the
grasp of a fierce lineman while throwing a perfect pass to
Jordy Nelson. Our stories are best told with photos and the
names of those making the news.
Finally, everyone is responsible. This is a common mantra
in private sector organizations. Cities sometimes lose sight
of the fact that people have choices in where they want
to live, work, and play. Everyone in your organization is
responsible for letting residents, commuters, and visitors
know they made the right choice.
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DEATH STARS, COWS, AND COMMUNITY MEETINGS:
WHY THE POWER OF THE CROWD IS THE FUTURE OF
URBAN DEVELOPMENT
By: Justin Ley, Co-Founder of Hoodstarter and Greg Schneider-Bateman, Assistant Professor of English at University
of Wisconsin - Stout

The Northbound Model
Of all the difficulties posed by empty storefronts, finding
a business to move in isn’t the tough part. It’s finding the
right business – the business that will thrive with community
support and transform a neighborhood – that’s the challenge.
In 2012, Andy Root was looking for a business to fill one of
his properties on the corner of 38th St. and 28th Ave. S. in
Minneapolis. Andy had an offer from a convenience store
owner, and, check in hand, his empty storefront was about to
generate revenue. But Andy lived in the area and was plugged
into the community. He had a bigger vision for that corner: a
network of businesses that might turn a lackluster intersection
into a thriving neighborhood hub that would really meet that
neighborhood’s needs.
While he sat on the convenience store’s check, Andy heard
about Northbound. Two local entrepreneurs a bit ahead of the
curve wanted to open a brewpub and serve smoked meat and
brew their own beer. What intrigued Andy about Northbound
was that they were allowing neighbors to finance a substantial
part of the deal – invest $1,000, become a member, and earn
free beer for life. Inspired by the novel crowdsourcing model
and confident it would make the brewpub a success, Andy
landed Northbound, and it’s become hugely popular and
profitable. The neighborhood got a great restaurant, Andy
filled his space with a business that will last, and the success
has led to other exciting developments nearby. Good beer,
tasty meat, and community engagement proved to be the
perfect combination for turning an empty storefront into a
transformative urban development.
The story of Andy and Northbound isn’t typical, but it should
be, and it can be. Northbound succeeded because it found a
way to truly engage the community, something that is hard to
do because the old model of community engagement and its
primary mechanism – the dreaded community meeting – are
deeply flawed.
No One Likes Community Meetings but They Love Giving
Feedback
Host a community meeting to obtain local feedback on a
development project, and a few things are guaranteed. First,
the room will be as bland and uninspiring as the coffee.

Second, because community meetings are inconvenient, the
attendees will represent only a narrow slice of the community.
Those showing up will be the most passionate or those with
time on their hands. While these are important voices to
capture, they’ll never reflect the neighborhood’s true diversity.
Individuals busy with careers, family, and other obligations
will relegate community meetings to the backburner, never
showing up to voice their views when it really matters. As a
result, community meetings frustrate everyone: neighborhoods
feel like they rarely get heard and meeting organizers feel
like they’re simply checking a box on the way to municipal
approval.

The in-person community meeting is no longer
the normal pattern of participation.
The failure of community meetings to gather meaningful input
contrasts sharply with the ubiquity of casual social feedback
that everyone in that community already provides. The
in-person community meeting is no longer the normal
pattern of participation. Instead, they’re sharing, evaluating,
and voicing opinions hourly on Facebook (if they’re over 40),
Twitter (if they’re over 30), or SnapChat (for everyone else).
But it goes beyond social media as well. Services like Uber
and AirBnB succeed not just because they disrupt stagnant
industries; they succeed because they allow users to provide
feedback on their experiences. Before choosing a room,
selecting a driver, or ordering anything off Amazon, users
read reviews. Without the rating and review capabilities that
encourage users to share and read feedback, the trust on which
these services depend wouldn’t exist.
This might seem obvious with Web 2.0 innovations, but
even the plodding Federal Government has discovered a way
to gather meaningful citizen feedback. In 2011, the Obama
White House built We the People, a crowdsourcing website that
makes creating and signing petitions a digital rather than a
door-to-door process. If a petition garners 100,000 signatures
in 30 days, it receives an official response.
continued on page 17
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Not surprisingly, like any internet tool, We the People can be
used for positive or frivolous ends. One of the more infamous
petitions to succeed and receive an official response from the
president was the request to “Secure resources and funding, and
begin construction of a Death Star by 2016.” After exceeding
its signature goal, Paul Shawcross, President Obama’s Science
and Technology advisor, wittily rejected the proposal.
While online feedback mechanisms like We the People do
carry some risks, there are others stories that illustrate that
they can also generate real political change. For example, one
recent petition led to a legislative fix that allows everyone to
buy an unlocked phone and use it with the carrier of their
choice. After another petition, the administration made a historic
statement to support the banning of LGBTQ conversion therapy.
Yet another petition gave momentum to the FCC’s
vote in favor of strong net neutrality rules.

held an event to get the word out and engage the community.
After hundreds of people shared ideas and voted for the ones
they liked best, the top vote-getter was a library. Hoodstarter
made the community’s voice clear, and the city listened. It built
the community the library it wanted.
Anticipating Objections
We’ve presented Hoodstarter in enough meetings to know that
Hoodstarter is different, and different often raises questions.
We’d like to try to forestall those concerns.
What if people offer bad ideas like building a Death Star?
Here the concern isn’t just about bad ideas but about ideas
made in jest. And this happens. Plenty of ideas on Hoodstarter
are objectively poor (e.g., a shooting range and bar is one
continued on page 18

Local Community Meeting, New and
Improved
If even the U.S. government can create a modern,
digital, social tool to leverage the power of
the crowd, we believe the urban development
community can do so as well. That’s why
we built Hoodstarter. Hoodstarter begins by
helping cities, property owners, and brokers post
vacant real estate they need to fill. Community
members then add their ideas to those spaces,
making suggestions for what they think should
move in and what they think the community
will really support. They then get to vote on
which ideas they like the best. This information
becomes invaluable. Brokers and landlords
can use Hoodstarter to recruit tenants the
community will really support so their properties
don’t turn over as often. Potential tenants can
use Hoodstarter to discover the best locations
for their businesses. And cities gain a way to
supplement their community meetings to engage
a much more diverse citizenry.

After hundreds of people shared
ideas and voted for the ones they
liked best, the top vote-getter
was a library.
That’s the theory. What does this look like in
practice? The city of Columbia Heights, a suburb
of Minneapolis, had a vacant property they
wanted to fill. Working with Hoodstarter, they
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especially bad idea). But Hoodstarter, like the ideal of the
community meeting, works best when there are many ideas
and many voices. This is the power of the crowd. More voices
means a more accurate representation of opinions and a
better predictive model. For example, in 1906, the statistician
Francis Galton observed a competition for the crowd to guess
the weight of a cow at a county fair. Eight hundred people
entered the competition and Galton ran statistical tests on the
numbers. He discovered that the average guess of the 1,198
pound cow was just one pound off. In 2015, NPR replicated
the study online: after seeing a picture of a cow, over 17,000
people guessed its weight. And again they got surprisingly
close – their average guess was just 85 pounds off the real
weight (a 6 percent error rate). Accounting for the dramatic
reduction between 1906 and 2015 of farmers intimately
acquainted with bovine mass, 6 percent seems pretty amazing.
The point? When enough voices are involved, crowds are eerily
good at making accurate predictions.
What if people from outside the community vote and have too
much influence?
Underlying this concern is the worry that people from outside
your community unfairly decide what moves into your
neighborhood. We have never seen this be a problem in all the
campaigns we have run. In fact, we have seen the opposite.
Many businesses require more customers than just those that
live directly in the community. Maybe they drive through that
neighborhood on their way to and from work. Maybe they
often visit friends and family in the area. Or maybe they would
like a good reason to leave their neighborhood to patronize
a great business in yours. The point is urban spaces are very
fluid; there are no walls around our communities. Similarly,
there are no walls around who can comment on the internet
about what should move in. This is a good thing.
What if the thing that gets the most votes doesn’t get built? Won’t
the community be upset?
Hoodstarter doesn’t offer a real democratic experience, and
that’s ok. People understand this. Most online participation
isn’t democratic. When Aunt Martha comments that one of
your wedding photos is “the most beautiful ever,” she doesn’t
expect her comment to determine which photo you frame
for your hallway. The power of Hoodstarter is that it offers
a better way to get a handle on the conversation about what
people want. They get a voice, and they appreciate that it’s the
collective accumulation of those opinions – not that one idea
wins – that’s most valuable about the Hoodstarter experience.
Community meetings aren’t going to disappear. Nor should
they. But they can be enhanced. The experience can become
more welcoming, more inclusive, more accessible, and with
a farther reach. Hoodstarter makes this possible. And most
importantly, people are already generating the kind of digital
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Community meetings aren’t going to disappear.
Nor should they. But they can be enhanced.
The experience can become more welcoming,
more inclusive, more accessible, and with a
farther reach.
interaction and participation Hoodstarter offers. The question
is whether cities, brokers, and property owners can become
partners in the process, help to shape it, and ultimately reap the
benefits of being involved. The community is ready. Are you?
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URBAN WOOD PROGRAMS MAXIMIZE TREE VALUE
By: Twink Jan-McMahon, Executive Director, Wisconsin Urban Wood

Respect? Don’t count on it. If the emerald ash borer (EAB)
hasn’t hit your municipality, it will. These invaders have zero
appreciation for the carbon dioxide threatening your air quality,
water remediation in storm events, energy relief, public health,
safety, and tax base. The EAB will wipe out up to 20 percent of
your forest’s capacity to support all of these systems by killing
your ash trees and devour budgets in its wake.
Respect? Absolutely. Wisconsin Urban Wood’s goals are to
help municipalities transform the tragic loss of ash trees into a
springboard for urban wood utilization programs designed to
reduce or neutralize tree removal and disposal costs, realize the
full circle benefits of urban forests, and build local economies
around Wisconsin’s homegrown woods.
There are options for saving ash trees. The treatments can be
expensive, and while some are able to treat select trees, no one
can afford to treat them all. Hundreds of millions of ash trees
have already been killed by EAB across the United States. The
loss in benefits these trees provide is valued in the billions of
dollars. David Sivyer, Forestry Services Manager for Milwaukee
and Chair of the WI Urban Forestry Council, likens the
devastation for Wisconsin municipalities to a state forest fire –
the ash trees die, and urban forestry and DPW budgets go up
in smoke trying to deal with the shear numbers of removals.
In the middle of this devastation is a simple fact: tree removals
are a normal part of the life cycle of an urban forest. Removals
are typically seen as a disposal issue; when EAB hits, it’s a
significant disposal issue.
Beneath the disposal issue is another simple fact: trees grow
wood. The U.S. Forest Service estimates that 3 billion of board
feet of lumber could be made from urban tree removals every
year. Instead, more than 98 percent of those trees are chipped,
go to the landfill, or quite literally go up in smoke as firewood.
When good wood goes up in smoke, so does the potential
for many important options: economic development, disposal
cost avoidance strategies, crew health benefits, building
supplies, social capital, and storing carbon in long-lasting
wood products. A fraction of municipalities have created ways
to preserve the wood from their trees. Many more would like
to, but don’t know where to start or have time to pull together
the necessary players in a successful urban wood utilization
program.
Wisconsin Urban Wood (WUW) develops urban wood
utilization programs based on the needs and capacities of
individual municipalities. WUW collaborates with the DNR
Urban Forestry Specialists, Forest Product Services, and a

growing number of independent businesses to engage local
primary and secondary producers who can process the raw
materials into lumber, flooring, furniture, art, architecture, and
myriad wood products for sale in local businesses and online
stores. This effectively creates a network of almost all of the
independent players needed to support a sustainable urban
wood economy.
Milwaukee was an early adopter in urban wood utilization.
Like most municipalities, the budget was the engine, but the
desire to make responsible use of its wood was the driver when
they began working with charter members of Wisconsin Urban
Wood. WUW and Milwaukee discussed operational changes,
shifted tree removal techniques, and enlisted a container
company to ship “everything but brush and stumps” to a local
mill for processing. The local mill separates the logs into saw
logs, bolts, and pulpwood. The saw logs are processed and dried
into lumber and live edge slabs, and the rest is moved on to a
variety of local wood using businesses. The wood stays local
and is available to residents and businesses. Milwaukee saves
on handling, disposal and transportation costs, preserves the
benefits of its trees, and supports local business all at the same
time. This is called the Milwaukee Model.
WUW is conducting a WI DNR Urban Forestry grant with
the City of Greenfield to determine if the Milwaukee Model
will work for a small municipality. Now in our 10th month,
the answer is a resounding yes. Greenfield’s consulting forester,
Dennis Fermenich, says that removals went up to two times
faster over the season because the crews make fewer cuts
to the tree when preserving the log for sawing, rather than
multiple cuts into firewood length. Their bodies suffer much

continued on page 20
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less wear and tear by the avoided lifting of tree parts all day.
“[A]t the end of the day the guys weren’t spent. Crew morale
went way up when they were able to participate in deciding
how to make the best cut to preserve the most wood,” says
Fermenich and he would not be surprised if one day there
were insurance incentives for cutting trees in this way. Before,
the trees were being cut into firewood and left on site, which
can pose a liability, and the rest was sent to the tub grinder for
mulch. Greenfield is also looking at the DPW’s environmental
footprint. Using this model helped Greenfield make healthier
decisions for both their crews and their citizens; it will soon be
published as the Greenfield Model for Small Municipalities.
The City of Stoughton developed its own successful urban
wood program and joined WUW’s network as an official
municipal partner afterward. Stoughton’s municipal partnership
in WUW’s network increases the visibility and public support of
their urban wood programs, guides the public to local businesses
selling lumber made from Stoughton trees, and stands out as a
champion in making the best and highest use of their urban trees.
WUW has developed additional urban wood utilization programs
with City of Madison Parks, Eau Claire, Rhinelander, Dane
County Parks, and has worked with Sustainable Resources
Institute and Kenosha County Parks on the mechanized
tree removal and use of 4,000+ ash trees. This municipal/
park network is a powerful tool for local and statewide
communication and development for urban wood.
The final and critical player in the urban wood economy is the
consumer. The public is responding very favorably to full circle
forest management that includes urban wood recovery, and to
having the option to purchase wood and wood products from
“their” city trees. Urban wood is distinct, relatively unknown,
and more expensive to produce than traditional lumber. These
factors make marketing an essential part of what Wisconsin
Urban Wood does through events, outreach and multiplied
marketing. Each partner is an independent entity sharing the
WUW brand. When one promotes the brand through their
urban wood program, products, or services, everyone benefits
– WUW municipalities, businesses, and communities. WUW
is a Green Tier Charter member committed to helping its
municipalities participate in Green Tier.
Wisconsin Urban Wood’s 36 independent partners invite you
to join us in bringing urban trees full circle – in spite of the
pests that take their toll. Please contact us to help you start,
support, or advance your urban wood utilization program in
your municipality. Twink Jan-McMahon, Executive Director,
can be reached at 608-622-7212 or by email at
director@wisconsinurbanwood.org
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“URBAN” IS WHEREVER
PEOPLE LIVE AND
MANAGE TREES …
An estimated 20-30% of urban
tree removals are sound enough
to saw, which leaves 70-80% left
for firewood, biofuels, and mulch
programs.

LEGAL

CATS, RATS, COURTS, AND THE CONSTITUTION
By: Daniel Olson, Assistant Legal Counsel, League of Wisconsin Municipalities

A federal court decision might be notable simply because it
begins with, “Rats. This case is about rats. Giant, inflatable rats
. . . Cats too – inflatable fat cats, wearing business suits and
pinkie rings, strangling workers.” Constr. & Gen. Laborers’ Local
Union No. 330 v. Town of Grand Chute, Wisconsin, Case No.
15-1932 (7th Cir. Aug. 19, 2016). However, the substance of
the decision, which addressed constitutional principles involved
in a dispute between a labor union and municipality over
enforcement of a sign ordinance against common union protest
methods, is also noteworthy.
In early 2014 a construction union began to display a large
inflatable cat and rat as part of an ongoing protest against
the employment policies of a nearby construction site. Each
morning, union members would inflate the rat or cat and stake
it into the ground either approximately 70 feet from the street,
or on a median between a service road and large avenue, and
take it down each evening.

A Town of Grand Chute ordinance forbade
private signs on the public way, and defined
signage broadly to mean any structure
conveying a particular message.
A Town of Grand Chute ordinance forbade private signs on the
public way, and defined signage broadly to mean any structure
conveying a particular message. After complaints from the
targeted business, the Town decided to enforce the ordinance
forbidding private signs on a public way and demanded the
union immediately remove the inflatable figures.
After the Town commenced an enforcement action against the
union, a federal district court denied the union’s request for a
preliminary injunction and granted summary judgment in favor
of the town. The union then sought review in the Seventh
Circuit Court of Appeals.
The Court discussed the basic validity of the town’s ordinance,
citing to Members of City Council of Los Angeles v. Taxpayers for
Vincent to support the position that a city may lawfully ban all
private signs from the public way. But, the majority leaned in
favor of the union’s argument that the ordinance’s enforcement
had been discriminatory in application. Ultimately, the Court
focused on whether the case was moot and decided that the
case should be remanded to the district court.

The majority observed that since the district court’s summary
judgment order, the union and employer had resolved their
differences, ending the protest. The Town had also amended
its sign code to change the definition of “sign.” And, lastly,
the union had not provided sufficient information to indicate
that the controversy is of the type likely to reoccur. Judge
Easterbrook, writing for the majority, went on to note that
the Town’s ordinances prohibiting private signage in the
right-of-way are content neutral, but that there was not enough
evidence on appeal to determine whether there had been
selective enforcement.
The majority noted that cities can ban private signs on public
ways, including signs expressing symbolic speech, so long as
it does not discriminate against disfavored viewpoints. But
the Town could be in trouble if it is selectively enforcing the
ordinance that applies in the case. “If the ordinance in operation
discriminates according to the content of speech, then only
a compelling justification could save it, and the town has not
argued that it has the sort of justification that would authorize
content discrimination.”
Judge Posner, concurring and dissenting, agreed that the
case should be remanded, but disagreed with the majority’s
conclusion that the sign ordinance was constitutional. Posner
noted several problems in the case.
Posner disagreed with the majority that the case was moot,
since he found it likely that the rat would be used in future
union protests in the Town, and that the Town would treat the
rat in the same way it did in 2014. Posner also noted that the
town’s enforcement action came only after the business that was
being protested complained to the town, leading to selective
enforcement concerns. Posner also questioned whether the rat’s
location was even within the public right-of-way, and whether
the inflatable rat was truly a threat to public safety as the Town
asserted. In a particularly unusual move, Judge Posner made
personal observations of similar protests in Chicago and argued
that the inflatable figures did not cause a traffic safety hazard.
Although the court did not decide the merits of the case,
private signage in public rights-of-way may be more secure
following the decision. All three members of the Circuit’s
continued on page 22
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CATS, RATS, COURTS, AND THE CONSTITUTION
(CONTINUED)

panel expressed concern about the possibly discriminatory
enforcement of the Town’s ordinance, which would almost
certainly render the ordinance invalid because it would not be
content neutral. Municipalities with similar sign ordinance
restrictions must therefore enforce such ordinances in a
non-discriminatory manner and apply the ordinance with
equal vigor to church potluck signs, girl scout cookie sale
signs and high school musical performance signs as it does
to inflatable rats and cats and other signs in the public
right-of-way.
Powers #928

SAVE THE DATE!
2017 Annual Conference
Radisson Paper Valley, Appleton
October 18-20
2018 Annual Conference
Kalahari Resort, Wisconsin Dells
October 24-26
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LEGAL FAQS
Governing Bodies: General FAQ 2
Does the public have the right to speak at a meeting of a
governmental body?
No. Although Wisconsin’s open meetings law requires that the
public be allowed to attend an open meeting of a governmental
body, the public does not have the right to address a
governmental body unless the meeting is a public hearing
specifically designed to give the public input on a particular
matter. However, it is not uncommon for governing bodies to
designate a public comment period on the agenda so they can
hear constituent concerns. Some governing bodies establish
rules governing public comment (e.g., time limit for each
speaker), to balance the need to listen to the public’s concerns
with the need to run meetings in an efficient and orderly
manner.
Governing Bodies: General FAQ 4
Are municipal governing bodies prohibited by state law from
holding a meeting on a legal holiday or Sunday?
No. Nothing in state law prohibits municipal governing bodies
from meeting on legal holidays or Sundays.
Powers of Municipalities: FAQ 5
Does a village board or city council have any authority to
donate public funds to local nonprofit organizations?
A city council or village board may appropriate public funds
for the purpose of donating money to various local nonprofit
organizations only if the appropriations are consistent with the
public purpose doctrine, which requires that a municipality’s
expenditure of public funds be for a public purpose. The
appropriation must also pertain to a public purpose within the
donating city or village.
For an appropriation to be for a public purpose, the benefit to
the public must be direct and not merely indirect or remote.
However, the fact that the appropriation is made to a private
agency does not render it unlawful. If an appropriation is
designed in its principal parts to promote a public purpose
so that its accomplishment is a reasonable probability,
private benefits, which are necessary and reasonable to the
main purpose, are permissible. The subject matter of the
appropriation must be a public necessity, convenience, or
welfare. Each case must be decided with reference to the object
sought to be accomplished and to the degree and manner in
which that object affects the public welfare. Factors which may
be considered include the course or usage of the government,

the objects for which taxes have been customarily levied,
the objects which have been considered necessary for the
support and proper use of government, the extent to which
the expenditure results in competition with private enterprise,
the presence or absence of a general economic benefit, and the
necessity and infeasibility of private performance.
The number of beneficiaries is also a relevant factor in
determining whether an appropriation has a public purpose.
However, the fact that an appropriation may benefit certain
individuals or one particular class of people more immediately
than other individuals or classes does not necessarily deprive
the appropriation of its public purpose.
It is up to the city council or village board to determine, by
applying the above-described factors, whether a proposed
donation to a particular local organization is for a public
purpose. Generally speaking, the appropriation will be
consistent with the public purpose doctrine if any public
purpose can be conceived which might reasonably be deemed
to justify the expenditure.
To be lawful, the appropriation to donate public funds to a
nonprofit organization must comply with the requirement that
a tax must be spent at the level at which it is raised. Stated
another way, the purpose of a tax must be one which pertains
to the public purpose of the district in which the tax is levied
and raised. A donation to a city or village historical society
would comply with this requirement while a donation to an
organization operating at a county, regional, state, or national
level might not.
The above is a summary of case law. For cites to legal
authorities and a more detailed explanation of the public
purpose doctrine, please see Powers of Municipalities 890.
Elections: FAQ 14
Can direct legislation be used for any type of ordinance?
No. Direct legislation authority is subject to four judicially
implied limitations. A direct legislation ordinance:
1. m
 ust be legislative as opposed to administrative or executive
in nature;
2. c annot repeal existing legislation (unless it is a charter
resolution);
3. m
 ay not exceed the legislative powers conferred upon the
governing municipal body; and
4. m
 ay not modify statutorily prescribed procedures or
standards.
continued on page 24
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These judicial limitations are intended
to “preserve municipal control over
executive and administrative functions
and protect the integrity of the statutory
framework governing municipalities,
while at the same time permit the proper
invocation by electors of the direct
legislation procedure provided by the
statute.” Mount Horeb Community Alert
v. Village Board of Mt. Horeb, 2003 WI
100, para. 18. If none of these limitations
apply and the statutory requirements
have been met, the city council or village
board must comply with the directives of
Wis. Stat. sec. 9.20 to adopt the proposed
legislation or submit it to the electors
for a vote.

SAVE THE DATE!
2017 Chief Executives Workshop
Heidel House, Green Lake | August 23-25
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118th
LWM 2016

2016 Sponsors

Annual Conference

Stevens Point, WI
October 19–21, 2016

GIFT & ROOT BEER SPONSOR
LWM Mutual Insurance
GOLD SPONSORS
American Transmission Company
Ehlers
Focus on Energy
WEA Trust
SILVER SPONSORS
Baird
Enterprise Lighting & Control
Kunkel Engineering Group
McMahon/IPR
MSA Professional Services, Inc.
Public Financial Management
Scott Construction
Vierbicher Associates, Inc.
EVENT SPONSORS
Alliant Energy
American Transmission Company
Enbridge
Instructional Communications Systems
Short Elliott Hendrickson
WEA Trust
WI DNR
Wisconsin Arborist Association

The League Thanks You!
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RUN AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE
By: Rich Kremer, Wisconsin Public Radio, Eau Claire Bureau

As Election Day draws near, races for president and the U.S.
Senate have gripped voters’ attention. While the Spring
Election seems far away, recruiting candidates has already
begun. In smaller cities, villages, and towns, officials say they’re
having a hard time recruiting people to run for offices that
serve as the heart of local government.

“Fifty-two percent of the cities and villages, overall, say it’s a
problem but in about two thirds of cities and villages under
10,000 in population you’ve got little or no competition for
board and council seats and in a lot of cases, too many cases,
there’s simply a blank spot on the ballot because nobody’s
interested,” said Deschane.

At the Greenwood City Hall in rural Clark County, four city
council members, the mayor, and a handful of department
heads gather for the monthly council meeting. They meet in
a modest room not much bigger than the table they’re sitting
at. On the agenda: possible locations for a new city garage,
lawn mowing contracts for the cemetery, and a discussion
about whether cluttered yards are violating the local nuisance
ordinance.

He says local government needs to adapt to the changing work
and family demands of those who serve. “But the other thing,
to be real blunt with you, we need to do a better job and more
thorough job of both telling our citizens why they have to be
part of their government and, frankly, in a lot of cases just plain
asking them to serve,” Deschane said.

It’s not glamorous work but Greenwood Mayor Jim
Schecklman believes it’s important. That’s why he’s concerned
about a lack of community interest in serving in city
government. He said it’s getting harder to recruit people to
run for these offices. “Two reasons: One is they don’t want to
deal with the headache of making a decision and having other
people blame them for something that didn’t go their way.
But I think the most popular reason is they just don’t want to
commit the time,” said Scheckleman.
To encourage participation, the mayor says he and the council
have scheduled meetings around school sporting events. Under
a previous mayor the city also began paying $20 to each person
who attends volunteer committee meetings.
Scheckleman also tried to get more young people involved.
He started a mayor’s youth council to get high school students
excited about making an impact in their city. The objective
was to get six students to plan, budget, and build a dog park.
Scheckleman sent a letter to the high school with his best
pitch. “You can make a difference in your community,” he
wrote. “You can actually see something that you designed so
when you’re driving past it one day you can look out and say I
had a part of that. And it was disappointing because I got one
person and it was my daughter, which who knows honestly…
she’s my daughter so she probably felt obligated.”
Declining participation in local government isn’t just an issue
in Greenwood, The League of Wisconsin Municipalities
sponsored a survey of officials across Wisconsin conducted
by the Wisconsin Taxpayer Association. League Executive
Director Jerry Deschane said they were surprised to find that
declining civic engagement is a problem throughout the state’s
smaller cities and villages.
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In the Village of Marathon City, Administrator Andy Kurtz
says they see strong participation in the council and the
village’s numerous committees. But he thinks some people
are getting turned off about serving in government by the
circus surrounding major office elections. Kurtz says local
government is different and it actually lets you get stuff done.
“I would say they’d have far more impact at the local level. We
have a board meeting and we decide we’re going to put up a
stop sign, the stop sign goes up tomorrow. We decide we’re
going to buy a squad car, you know, we’re buying a squad car
very quickly,” said Kurtz.
Deschane of the League of Municipalities says it’s too early
to say if declining participation means local government is
in danger but he worries the trend is heading in the wrong
direction and it needs to be dealt with.

About the Author:
Rich Kremer came to Wisconsin Public
Radio from WTCH in Shawano where he
worked as news director. Before that, he
was a host for Midwest Communications
in Duluth and also worked as an intern
at WPR’s Northern Regional Bureau in
Superior. Rich has won state, regional, and
national awards for news writing, spot news, and best use of
audio. Rich has a degree in journalism from the University of
Wisconsin-Superior. Contact Rich at richard.kremer@wpr.org

This story aired on Wisconsin Public Radio on November 3, 2016.
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LEGAL CAPTION
Powers #928
Although not decided on the merits, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals has acknowledged that cities can ban private signs on
public ways, including signs expressing symbolic speech, but may not selectively enforce an ordinance imposing such limits in the
absence of a compelling justification to justify the content discrimination. Constr. & Gen. Laborers’ Local Union No. 330 v. Town of
Grand Chute, Wisconsin, Case No. 15-1932 (7th Cir. Aug. 19, 2016).
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WELCOME NEW LEAGUE BOARD LEADERSHIP
As the League’s
118th Annual
Conference drew to
a close, the League
welcomed new
Board President
George Peterson
and thanked
outgoing President,
West Allis Mayor
Dan Devine for his
service.
Peterson has served
on the League Board since 2014. As League leadership, he has
been key in working to strengthen the organization’s strategic
plan and partnership with the state.
The League is planning for the 2017-18 Legislative session
and will focus on transportation aids and infrastructure,

economic development, and working with the Legislature to
ensure that property taxes aren’t shifted to residential property.
“A basic principle of the league is that local democracy is the
most effective,” Peterson said. “We’ll be working to strengthen
decision-making at the local level and make sure that the
citizens in our cities and villages are heard.”
Peterson has served the Village of Rothschild as President since
2011. From 2000-2008, he was the Administrator of Public
Works for the Village and prior to that, from 1994-2000 he
served on the Village’s Planning and Zoning Commission.
League members also elected Appleton Mayor Tim Hanna, as
First Vice President and Village of Shorewood Alderwoman
Tammy Bockhorst as Second Vice President. In addition,
Ashland Mayor Deb Lewis, Onalaska Mayor Joe Chilsen, and
Bonduel Village President Sharon Wussow were appointed to
the League Board.

Place Your Ad Here
Contact Gail Sumi
gsumi@lwm-info.org or (608) 267-4477
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CONFERENCE

LIKE, COMMENT & SHARE!
There are 286 photos of your
colleagues, peers, and friends in the
League’s 2016 Annual Conference
album on Facebook. Check it out and
feel free to like, comment, and share.
You can find it here:
http://bit.ly/2016LeagueConfAlbum

Place Your Ad Here
Contact Gail Sumi
gsumi@lwm-info.org or (608) 267-4477

Excellence in Engineering
Since 1946.
www.strand.com
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The League appreciates
the support of the following
Business Members:
American Transmission Co.
Boardman & Clark LLP
Ehlers Associates
Husch Blackwell
MSA Professional Services Inc.
Municipal Property Insurance Company
Short Elliott Hendrickson
Siemens
Stafford Rosenbaum LLP
Walmart
WEA Trust
For more information, contact Gail Sumi:
gsumi@lwm-info.org | (608) 267-4477
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TRAINING

FUTURE MEETINGS
ANNUAL CONFERENCE
2017............................Radisson Paper Valley, Appleton....................................................................... October 18-20
2018............................Kalahari Resort, Wisconsin Dells........................................................................ October 24-26

ASSESSORS INSTITUTE
2017............................Lake Lawn Resort, Delavan................................................................................. September 19-22
2018............................Tundra Lodge, Green Bay ................................................................................... September 11-14
2019............................Heidel House Resort, Green Lake...................................................................... September 17-20

ATTORNEYS INSTITUTE
2017............................Heidel House, Green Lake................................................................................... June 14-16
2018............................Chula Vista, Wisconsin Dells............................................................................... June 20-22
2019............................The Abbey Resort, Fontana................................................................................. June 12-14

BUILDING INSPECTORS
2017............................Tundra Lodge, Green Bay.................................................................................... April 19-21
2018............................Blue Harbor Resort, Sheboygan........................................................................ April 18-20
2019............................Osthoff Resort, Elkhart Lake ............................................................................. April 24-26

CHIEF EXECUTIVES WORKSHOP
2017............................Heidel House, Green Lake................................................................................... August 23-25

CLERKS, TREASURERS, FINANCE OFFICERS INSTITUTE (CTFO)
2017............................Holiday Inn, Stevens Point................................................................................... June 21-23
2018............................Chula Vista Resort, Wisconsin Dells.................................................................. June 13-15

PLUMBING INSPECTORS
2017............................Best Western Premier Waterfront Hotel & Conv Ctr, Oshkosh.................... Sept 27-29
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IN TRANSITION

Police Chief: Wrightstown, Greg Deike, Trustee: Dane,
Zachary Koenig

RETIREMENTS
Sheboygan Falls. Joel Tauschek retired as the Director of
Administrative Services and City/Clerk Treasurer in June
2016. He served the city for over 34 years, the first 17 as City
Clerk/Treasurer and then in 1999 when his predecessor retired,
Joel took on the added responsibilities of City Administrator
and the two positions became one. Joel was the go-to guy, a
wealth of knowledge and information, he exemplified good
government. He earned the respect and admiration of those
associated with him, and the City of Sheboygan Falls thanks
him for his “many years of dedication and service to our great
city.”

Sheboygan Falls. Randy Messner retired as Alderman after
18 years of service. He was the longest tenured member of the
Sheboygan Falls Common Council. For two years Randy was
Chairman of the Property Committee and served 16 years as
Chairman of the Finance and Personnel Committee. The City
of Sheboygan Falls thanks Randy. “You stayed true to yourself,
listened, and understood our community. You were a big part of
molding our city and making it a great place to live.”

ADDITIONS AND CHANGES
Please send changes, corrections, or additions to
league@lwm-info.org, fax (608) 267-0645
or mail to the League at 131 West Wilson St.,
Suite 505, Madison, WI 53703

LET THE LEAGUE KNOW!
By: Robin Powers, Administrative Services Manager, League of Wisconsin Municipalities

This month we want to highlight the
Municipality’s “In Transition” section
as well as our in-house database. At the
core of what the League does is share
information with our members. Don’t
be left out and miss an opportunity!
Every month we strive to recognize
those who are serving in our member communities. City
and Village officials are their life’s blood, and are critically
important to each community’s well-being. The League
recognizes this and works hard to stay up to date with
changes, promotions, and retirements of these essential
people. Please help us continue to do so by letting the
League know when there are or will be changes with
officials. The League will post those changes in The
Municipality regularly so that we might recognize this
valuable service.
The League also maintains a database of member officials
that we use to print a directory every year for our members.
Although we work hard to keep that data current, it is very
challenging to keep up to date with every official change
in the state each year. That is also an important reason why
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your help with changes is so appreciated. Every little bit
helps and accuracy in the directory aids our members with
finding their compatriots across the state.
With quick communication in mind, please make sure
we have an email address with that contact information.
So much of what the League produces and shares flows
through email as well. The League provides a wide range of
quality educational opportunities for officials each year. We
share those upcoming events in numerous ways including by
contacting you directly based on the information we have in
our database. Legislative updates, issue alerts, area meetings,
and so much more will get to you quickly if you make sure
we have your current contact information.
Thank you to all those hard-working clerks and officials
who already have been so dedicated in letting the League
know! If you have any updates or questions, please contact
Robin Powers (rpowers@lwm-info.org) or any staff member
at the League today.

MPIC is a leading
provider of property
insurance solutions
for Wisconsin public
entities. Organized
and founded with
the support of the
Wisconsin Municipal
Mutual Insurance
Company (WMMIC),
Cities and Villages
Mutual Insurance
Company (CVMIC)
and the League of
Wisconsin Municipal
Mutual Insurance
Company (LWMMI),
we are specialists in
towns, villages, cities,
counties and special
districts.
Contact your
exclusive LWMMI
agent today to
receive a quote.

Protecting Your Property:
Our Promise. … Our Priority.

MPIC | 2801 Crossroads Dr | Ste 2200 | Madison WI 53718 | (715) 892-7277 | www.mpicwi.com
Blair Rogacki, CPCU: brogacki@mpicwi.com
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Happy Holiday Wishes!

Baird’s Public Finance team is thankful for our strong partnerships with
our clients and wishes all of you the most joyous of holiday seasons.
Bradley D. Viegut
Brian C. Ruechel
Rebekah L. Freitag
Amy L. Young
Justin A. Fischer
800-792-2473 ext. 3827
rwbaird.com/publicfinance

Private Wealth Management

Capital Markets – Investment Banking

Private Equity

Asset Management

